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Abstract

As the complexity of today’s systems increases, manual system monitoring and
log �le analysis are no longer applicable, giving an increasing need for automated
anomaly detection systems. However, most current research in the domain, tend
to focus only on the technical details of the frameworks and the evaluations of
the algorithms, and how this impacts anomaly detection results. In contrast, this
study emphasizes the details of how one can approach to understand and model
the data, and how this impact anomaly detection performance.

Given log data from an education platform application, data is analysed to con-
form a concept of what is normal, with regards to educational course section
behaviour. Data is then modelled to capture the dimensions of a course section,
and a detection model created, running a statically tuned K-Nearest neighbours
algorithm as classi�er - to emphasize the impact of the modelling, not the algo-
rithm.

�e results showed that single point anomalies could successfully be detected.
However, the results were hard to interpret due to lack of reason and explain-
ability. �ereby, this study presents a method of modifying a multidimensional
data model to conform a detection model with increased explainability. �e orig-
inal model is decomposed into smaller modules by utilizing explicit categorical
domain knowledge of the available features. Each module will represent a more
speci�c aspect of the whole model and results show a more explicit coverage of
detected point anomalies and a higher degree of explainability of the detection
output, in terms of increased interpretability as well as increased comprehensi-
bility.
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1 Introduction

Today’s systems and applications continuously grow larger and more complex. To extract,
maintain, and record information about runtime behaviours, log �les are constantly produced.
Log �les have for a long time, and are still today, widely utilized to monitor system behavioural
pa�erns, and to detect anomalies [12]. Traditionally, it was not uncommon to execute such
a procedure manually, with the help of developers and operators’ extensive experience and
domain knowledge. However, due to the ever increasing complexity and size of modern sys-
tems, the amount of log data which is daily produced makes it infeasible to manually maintain
such a process. �is has resulted in a high demand for automated log analysis methods for
anomaly detection [12], [14]. Today many of these methods involves machine learning and
data mining techniques [15].

An anomaly, or an outlier, is a data point or a set of data points which signi�cantly di�ers
from the rest of the data [2]. In most applications, data points are continuously generated
corresponding to the functionality of the underlying system. However, if the behaviour in
the system di�ers from the normal, anomalous data points are created. E�cient detection
of these anomalous points, is useful for a vast amount of applications in various domains,
including: intrusion detection, credit card fraud, medical diagnoses, and many others [2].

1.1 Problem Statement

In an education management application provided by Umeå University - through the de-
partment IT support and system development (ITS) - a large amount of log �les are generated
on a daily basis. �is data contains information about what is happening within the system’s
various domains, including students’ educational performance results. ITS wants to learn
about the various user behaviours which exists in the system, and if any of those are anoma-
lous or even malignant. �is study underlines the process of recognizing and de�ning normal
behavioural pa�erns - from an educational course perspective - given the system log data.
By automating the process of de�ning normal, and to detect anomalous behaviour, it might
support the developers in improving the system.

1.2 Research�estions

Two prominent problems with machine learning respectively anomaly detection today
are, explainability, which is addressed by Gunning et al.[11] and Holzinger et al.[13], and the
high degree of false positives, which is addressed by numerous works [14] [15] [12] [19] [3].
A False positive is when a normal data point is falsely detected as an anomaly. In making
automated decisions, to be able to trust the system, explainability and validity are two im-
portant factors. Nevertheless, the process when decisions are made in machine learning, is
o�en considered as a black box, some input is given, and some output is returned, but the
reasoning and explainability behind the decisions are o�en hard to extract and state in an
understandable way.

�is study tackles these problems from an unsupervised machine learning approach with
focus on the knowledge base and the data modelling. Given the log �les, a knowledge base
is to be conformed from the analysed data, as well as expert domain knowledge. Anomaly
detection models are to be constructed and evaluated with regards to false positives and ex-
plainability by running an unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm. �e purpose is to de-
tect and explore the nature of potential anomalies in the data, from an educational course
perspective, and to evaluate detection model behaviour when modifying the data model and
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the knowledge base.

1.3 Delimiters

Most studies presented here, and from the literature of this domain, tend to highlight the
technical details of the framework and algorithm evaluations, and how this a�ects the per-
formance in anomaly detection. In contrast, this study will emphasise the details of how to
approach modelling and understanding the data and how this may a�ect the anomaly detec-
tion.

1.4 Outline

�e next section (Section 2) will emphasise some related work relevant for this study,
which is followed by a section of background theory, including anomaly detection from an
unsupervised approach, explainable AI and selected algorithm for evaluation (Section 3). With
the theory in hand, the methodology (Section 4) as well as the results (Section 5) are presented.
�e article is rounded o� with a discussion of limitations, future work and and a conclusion
(Section 6).

2 Related Work

�ere are many di�erent approaches to unsupervised anomaly detection or log �le analysis
in the literature. For instance, Bhuyan et al.[7], utilizes a clustering approach while Landauer
et al.[14] uses a classi�cation based approach. Chandola et al.[8] states that most methods
and models today, are speci�cally modelled for some certain type of data and use cases. �is
make them su�ciently accurate within one area. However, by switching the data or use case,
the performance generally falls. Laptev et al.[15] shows that there are no models which has
superior performance running on all datasets. Still, Laptev et al. have developed an anomaly
detection framework which can handle some degree of generality. Although, instead of us-
ing a single anomaly detection model, the proposed framework utilizes multiple models and
applies relevance �ltering depending on the active use case.

Regarding the problem of false positives, Landauer et al.[14] comes to the conclusion that
the problem is still unsolved. �ere is always a tradeo�. In a�empts to make the algorithms
more robust against false positives, all results restricted the detection ability for certain types
of anomalies. �ey also propose that a solid, updated domain knowledge would be required
as a support to the unsupervised methods. Ahmad et al.[3] concludes that the problem might
root from the case where a threshold to predict errors are directly de�ned. Instead, their ap-
proach is to conform the error values as an indirect metric. By grounding a likelihood model
from a set of previous errors, the distributed probability of a state being anomalous can be
predicted instead of compared to a direct threshold. Vallis et al.[19] utilize a method which
led a low frequency of false positives by identifying underlying trends. However, the tradeo�
was payed by decreased, generalization, and scalability.

3 �eoretical Background

�is section aims to present the essential theoretical content within the frames of this study.
An introduction to what anomalies are as well as a distinction between supervised and unsu-
pervised approach to anomaly detection are presented. �e chosen algorithm for classi�cation
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(KNN) is introduced as well as some notions about explainable AI, which are later used for
evaluation.

3.1 Anomalies

An anomaly could be de�ned as a pa�ern or point in the data that does not follow the
expected behaviour[2]. Although, it is important to note that an anomaly must not be ma-
lignant, only abnormal according to the de�nition. One may a�er detecting the anomalies,
categorize them into harmful or not. But how are these to be detected? Bhuyan et al.[6] states
in their survey, that in prior to be able to apply anomaly detection, the concept of normal-
ity is necessary. �e idea of what is normal is usually presented by a formal model which
captures the characteristics of the relations between the essential variables within the system
dynamics. �ereby, anomalous pa�erns are classi�ed as anomalous if the deviation is high
enough, with respect to the normality of the model. According to Chandola et al.[8] one may
di�erentiate between di�erent types of anomalies:

• point anomalies - outliers which are dissimilar to all other data points,

• contextual anomalies - where the context may di�er from a certain state or time, and,

• collective anomalies - whole groups of data points as outliers.

While point anomalies may be encountered in any set of data, collective anomalies can be
encountered only in sets where data instances are related. In collective anomalies, individual
instances may not be an anomaly, but their occurrence as a group is anomalous. Regarding
contextual anomalies, the occurrence depends on the availability of context a�ributes in the
data. Furthermore, a point or a collective anomaly may also be a contextual anomaly if exam-
ined with respect to a context. Hence, both a point or collective anomaly detection problem
can be converted to a contextual problems. �ereby, to be able to conform a concept of nor-
mality, one need to take into consideration which aspect of normality is to be de�ned, which
context to be regarded and what types of anomalies to be detected.

3.2 Unsupervised Anomaly Detection

An essential distinction is to separate a supervised from an unsupervised anomaly de-
tection approach. Supervised methods are in need of labelled training data, which clearly
demonstrates the representational di�erences between normal and anomalous instances, to
be able to detect anomalies [12]. With the labelled data, classi�cation methods can be used
to enhance a model to learn the di�erences between normal and anomalous. When it comes
to unsupervised methods, no labelled data at all is needed. Unsupervised algorithms utilizes
the assumption that anomalies are far more infrequent than normal instances and therefore
may detect anomalies as outlier points with regards to the internal relations in majority of
the data[8].

3.3 K-Nearest Neighbours Algorithm

�e K-nearest neighbours algorithm (KNN), is among the simplest of machine learning
algorithms and a commonly used method for regression or classi�cation [4]. In both cases the
K amount of nearest neighbours are used to determine the output of a data instance in terms of
a property value respectively classi�cation label (Figure 1). An instance of data is classi�ed by
a voting of its neighbours where each vote represents the class membership of that neighbour.
�e class among the neighbours which is in majority determines the output for the chosen
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instance of data (Algorithm 1). Normally, KNN is treated as a supervised algorithm due to the
fact that the data requires prior labelling in order to determine the output.

Figure 1: KNN with K = 5: �e unclassi�ed data instance is to be labelled as the majority class
of its �ve nearest neighbours. In this case, triangles are in majority over squares,
three versus two, therefore the instance is classi�ed as triangle.

foreach Data instance do
1. Calculate and store distance to all other instances
2. Sort distances ascending
3. Choose the �rst K instances
4. Assign class according to majority class among the K-nearest neighbours

end
Algorithm 1: Simple pseudocode example of KNN algorithm.

K-Nearest Neighbours For Unsupervised Anomaly Detection

Despite the normally supervised nature of the algorithm, KNN can be utilized in an unsuper-
vised manner to detect anomalies by utilizing the distances as an anomaly score (Figure 2)
[16]. If the score is too high, a data instance may be classi�ed as an anomaly. Single point dis-
tance, mean distance or median distance are all usable metrics for determining the anomaly
score. �e di�erence from the original KNN is visualized (Algorithm 2). Instead of simply
classify the data instance directly, a score is calculated based on the chosen metric. If the
score is over a certain threshold, the instance is classi�ed as an anomaly.

Figure 2: KNN as anomaly detector with K = 5: �e unclassi�ed data instance is to be labelled
as anomalous or normal depending on the distances to the �ve nearest neighbours.
Mean, median or largest distance may be used as a metric for anomaly a score. If the
score surpasses a certain threshold, the datapoint may be classi�ed as anomalous.
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foreach Data instance do
1. Calculate and store distance to all other instances
2. Sort distances ascending
3. Choose the �rst K instances
4. Calculate Anomaly score based on chosen metric
5:
if Anomaly score >�reshold then

Classify as anomalous
end
else

Classify as normal
end

end
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode example of KNN algorithm as anomaly detection classi�er.

3.4 Explainable AI

To achieve validity, reliability, and moral trustworthiness in the decisions made by au-
tonomous systems, some kind of explanation and insight in the reasoning - in addition to the
output - could be seen as essential [17]. However, that is not always the case. Doran et al.[9]
present in their work, three notions regarding explainability of autonomous systems:

• opaque systems - total black box,

• interpretable systems - provides model transparency,

• comprehensible systems - provides input output property relations.

In opaque systems, the mapping of inputs to outputs as well as the reasoning, are entirely
invisible to the user. One may regard the system as an oracle making predictions over given
inputs, without providing how and why a certain decision is conformed. In contrast, an in-
terpretable system provides some degree of model transparency. �e user are able to display,
study and eventually understand how input and output is mapped. A comprehensive system
yields some kind of symbolic explanation in tandem with the output. �is explanation should
provide some degree of input output property relation to help the user in understanding a
decision.
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4 Method

�is section presents the raw data as well as the methodology used in this study. �e method-
ology consists of three major stages: data analysis, model selection, and testing. As Bhuyan
et al.[6] stated as a preliminary requirement, before anomaly detection e�ectively can be ap-
plied, a concept of normality should be de�ned. To be able to detect what is anomalous, one
must �rst know what is normal. In order to accomplish that, understanding of the data is
necessary, thereby a data analysis is essential. When a concept of normality is conformed,
data can be modelled where relevant features are extracted and a suitable anomaly detection
algorithm selected. �e implementation of the algorithm is selected from PyOD [1] - an open
source library containing the most commonly used anomaly detection algorithms today. �e
anomaly detection model is then evaluated and modi�ed with regards to the data model and
knowledge base, to be run again. Various results from the models are therea�er compared to
further examine the impact of the modi�cations as well as to extract and conform explainabil-
ity and reasoning behind the models’ performances. However, the whole process is iterative
and there are no exact procedure of the steps (Figure 3).

Figure 3: �e exact procedure of the work�ow is imprecise but consists of three essential
stages which is generally circulated among: Add data, analyze data, model data
and evaluate model.

Related work [15] uses well known, established or auto generated data sets [14], each with
prede�ned features available. However, with such an approach, the focus steers away from
the knowledge and understanding of the data. In this study, real data is analysed, engineered
and modelled in order to conform a runable data set.

4.1 Raw Data

In the education management application provided by ICT, the system events are divided
into various domains. One of these domains contains the students’ study results. �is study
uses a subset of the event meta data from that particular domain in combination with some
extensional domain data about course sections. In total, the subset includes 5,534,626 events
from 37 di�erent schools, 136,286 course sections and 17,655 users - over a time period of
approximately three years, 2016 to 2019. �e event data is used in combination with the course
section data to apply this study from the perspective of the course sections. �e format and a
short description of the data used in this study are presented below (Table 1 - 3). Further details
about the data and the potential values of the clear text �elds are to be found in appendix A
(Table 13 - 15).
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Table 1 �e raw event data, its format and description.
Data Field Type Description
Sequence Num int Event’s number in the system production chain
Timestamp date time Date when event was published
Event UID hashed string Unique identi�er for an Event
Event Type clear text string Type of event
Course UID hashed string Unique identi�er for a course
School UID int Unique identi�er for a school
User Type clear text string Type of user
User UID hashed string Unique identi�er for a user
Student UID hashed string Unique identi�er for a student
Verb clear text string Optional information

Table 2 Extensional data for courses, its format and description.
Data Field Type Description
Education Instance UID hashed string Unique identi�er for a course instance
Course to Instance UID hashed string Instance UID for the event’s course
Course Section UID hashed string Unique identi�er for a course section
Course Type clear text string Type of course
Start Date date time First date of the course section
Final Date date time Last date of the course section

�ere are two di�erent types of events recorded, result on module respectively whole
course (Table 3). A module is a substantial part of a course which can be individually graded.
Any course may be divided into multiple modules.

Table 3 �e potential values of the Event Type �eld.
Event Type Description
Result on course module A course may consist of multiple modules
Result on whole course �e �nal grading on a course

4.2 Exploratory Data Analysis

In order to conform a concept of normality, and to select which aspect of normality to
be de�ned, one must �rst understand the data. �erefore, an exploratory data analysis [20]
is executed. Here, important relations and pa�erns in the data are being discovered and in-
vestigated to build a knowledge base of the data and domain. As the understanding of the
data increases, insights of adding respectively dropping data might be encountered which
contribute to the iterative work�ow described in Figure 3.

4.3 Feature Extraction And Model Selection

With support of the knowledge base, relevant features from the data can be engineered
and extracted to conform a data model and a suitable algorithm can be chosen for the anomaly
detection model. In this study, an unsupervised approach has been selected since there are
no labelled data available nor prior knowledge of the eventually existing anomalies. As an
unsupervised algorithm is in no need of such requirements [8] [12], it is therefore well suited
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for this particular case. As for the choice of selecting a nearest neighbour algorithm, clustering
was actually the most common approach in the related works. However as this study does
not aim to focus on real time detection, a nearest neighbour algorithm is chosen instead of
clustering, as Goldstein et al.[10] come to the conclusion that a nearest neighbour method is
the superior choice if short run times are not an absolute requirement.

4.4 Test And Evaluation

To evaluate the detection models, the performance is measured with regards to the as-
sumptions of normality. �e algorithm tuning is statically set to: K = 20, Metrics = Mean
Value and Anomaly �reshold = 0.005. K speci�es the number of nearest neighbours to con-
sider and Anomaly �reshold speci�es the fraction of data instances to be considered anoma-
lous. �e tuning was intuitively selected based on a few test runs and may most likely not be
the optimal se�ings, nevertheless good enough to extract a result and emphasise the impact
of domain knowledge and the data modelling. As the focus of the evaluation lies with the
data models, not the algorithm, the tuning was chosen to be static. In order to measure ex-
plainability, the nature of the data models alongside with the characteristics of the algorithm
are exploited, to state an explanation of the performance and behaviour of the model in terms
of Doran el al’s. notions of explainability (mentioned in Section 3.4).

Table 4Algorithm se�ings. Se�ings are statically set to focus the evaluation on the modelling.
K-value: 20
Metrics: Mean Value
Anomaly �reshold: 0.005

5 Results

�is section begins with the insights from the data analysis as well as how the new data set was
derived from the raw data. A concept of normality and assumptions of anomalies are stated,
two anomaly detection models are presented evaluated and put in comparison. Furthermore,
a methodology for data model modi�cation to increase explainability is proposed.

5.1 Data Analysis And Feature Extraction

From the original, raw data (Table 1 - 2), a new data set (Table 5) has been modelled to
represent properties of an educational course section. It was conformed based on understand-
ing of the nature of the raw data, and fundamental domain knowledge of what represents a
course: students, teachers, and the results - from various aspects. As a result of the insights
from the data analysis, data �elds with sparse frequency of occurrences was dropped (User
Type), since the inconsistency in occurrences would invalidate the correctness of the data
representation. Furthermore, data �elds without signi�cant relation to support deducing a
data model from a course section perspective was also dropped (Sequence Num, School, Verb,
Education Instance UID, Course to Instance UID). Regarding course type, the various types
could vary in structure and pro�le and no generalisation for all types could be made. Hence,
the data was �ltered to only include normal education courses (Course Section).

Course length was extracted from the start and �nal date, number of teacher and students, by
counting the unique numbers of student and User UID’s of events from each course section.
All result numbers (course, unique, updated, early, late) were extracted by counting per course
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section, and with regards to the respective relational property. �e ratios were calculated by
dividing with their respective relational counterparts. All features regarding aspect of time
(early, late, �rst, last) were derived from the relation to the �nal date of the correlative course
section. In total, the new data set consists of 53,519 course sections over a time period of two
years.

Table 5 Engineered Data Set, derived from the raw data. A course perspective was mod-
elled from the most fundamental sub components of a course section: students, teachers, and
results.
Data Field Type Description
Course Length int Number of days from start to �nal date
Number Of Teachers int Recorded teachers
Number Of Students int Recorded students
Number Of Course Results int Results on whole course
Number Of Unique Course Results int Students with at least one Course result
Course Results Ratio �oat Fraction of students with a course result
Number Of Updated Grades �oat Students with multiple course results
Updated Grades Ratio �oat Fraction of students with multiple course results
First Course result int Number of days from �nal date
Number Of Early Course Results int Course results earlier than �nal date
Early Course Results Ratio �oat Fraction of course results earlier than �nal date
Last Module Result int Number of days from �nal date
Last Course Result int Number of days from �nal date
Number Of Late Course Results int Course results a�er �nal date
Late Course Results Ratio int Fraction of course results a�er �nal date

5.2 Concept Of Normality And Assumptions

No anomalies have been explored in prior to this study, neither are there any speci�c
domain knowledge available to de�ne the concept of normality nor de�ne what is actually
anomalous or not. Due to these facts, the concept of normality and the de�nition of anomaly,
are entirely based on the current statistics of the data. Hence, the applied de�nition of anoma-
lies is point anomalies according to Chandola et al’s notion of of anomalies (mentioned in
Section 3.1).

5.3 Unmodi�ed Anomaly Detection Model

�e �rst detection model (M) can be represented as following: M = ({DM,Λ,A}) where
DM is the data model, Λ is the anomaly detection algorithm and A is the set of anomaly
detection output. A = ({AS,AL}), whereAS is the anomaly score andAL is the anomaly label.

Data Model

�e unmodi�ed detection model runs with the structure of the complete derived data set (from
Table 5) as data model to capture all dimensions of a course section (Table 6).
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Table 6 Data model of derived data set.
Course Length Number Of Teachers
Number Of Students Number Of Course Results
Number Of Unique Course Results Course Results Ratio
Number Of Updated Grades Updated Grades Ratio
First Course result Number Of Early Course Results
Early Course Results Ratio Last Module Result
Last Course Result Number Of Late Course Results
Late Course Results Ratio

Output Format

�e output consists of all course sections with an extension containing the anomaly score and
label of each instance (Table 7). �e score is represented as a �oat number, - where higher
value means more abnormal, - and the label is either true or false, - where true is anomaly.

Table 7 Output format of modi�ed data model
Field Description
Course Section Course section ID and Features
Anomaly Score Higher score, more abnormal (Float)
Anomaly Label True if anomaly (Boolean)

5.4 Modi�ed Anomaly Detection Model

Considering the output of the original model, the interpretation and reasoning behind a
certain decision is non existing, only an anomaly label and a score. However, by adding a small
but signi�cant portion of domain knowledge, the original data model can be modi�ed which
also entails that an explanation can be extracted. Hence, the new anomaly detection model
(M ′) can be represented as following: M ′ = ({DM ′,Λ,A′}) where DM ′ is the modi�ed data
model, Λ is the anomaly detection algorithm and A′ is the set of anomaly detection output.
A′ = ({AS,AL,E}), where AS is the anomaly score, AL is the anomaly label and E is output
explanation. With the modi�ed data model, DM ′ the anomaly detection output now includes
explanation, E instead of only containing a score and a label.

Data Model

With some domain knowledge of what the available features actually represents, one may
�nd a categorical mapping of the features. With this new feature mapping, one can decom-
pose the original data model into smaller modules, accordingly. Each module will represent
a speci�c aspect of the whole model. As a result, classi�cation with regards to a more spe-
ci�c aspect is possible. If a certain module classify an anomaly, the reason why can now be
mapped to a speci�c aspect of a course section which implicitly entails an output explanation.

�e new data model thereby consists of �ve smaller modules: Meta, Results, Update, Early
and Late (Table 8-10). Meta module gives a meta perspective of a course section with: course
length, number of teachers and number of students (Table 8). Results module presents an
overview perspective of the results (Table 9). Update module represents only the aspect of
updated course results (Table 9), early module the aspect of early course results and late mod-
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ule the aspect of late results (Table 10).

Table 8 Meta Module
Features
Course Length
Number of students
Number of teachers

Table 9 Results and Update Module
Results Module Features Update Module Features
Number Of Course results Number Of Updated Course Results
Number Of Unique Course Results Updated Course Results Ratio
Course Results Ratio Course Results Ratio

Table 10 Early And Late Module
Early Module Features Late Module Features
Number Of Early Course Results Number Of Late Course Results
Early Course Results Ratio Late Course Results Ratio
First Course Result Last Course Result

Last Module Result

Output Format

�e di�erence in output is a more nuanced and versatile format (Table 11). Now there is a
score and label provided from each module which gives a more comprehensible output in
terms of explainability. �e new format also includes a total anomaly score which is the sum
of all modules’ anomaly score. Higher score still means more abnormal.

Table 11 Output format of modi�ed data model
Field Description
Course Section Course section ID and features
Results Module Score Higher score, more abnormal (Float)
Results Module Label True if anomaly (Boolean)
Update Module Score Higher score, more abnormal (Float)
Update Module Label True if anomaly (Boolean)
Early Module Score Higher score, more abnormal (Float)
Early Module Label True if anomaly (Boolean)
Late Module Score Higher score, more abnormal (Float)
Late Module Label True if anomaly (Boolean)
Total Anomaly Score Sum of all anomaly scores (Float)

5.5 Model Decomposition For Increased Explainability

With the modelling method developed in this study, a given data model can be decom-
posed into smaller modules, each representing a speci�c categorical aspect of the original
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model. By applying a mapping on the features to a domain categorical aspect, the original
model can be decomposed while all data information can remain intact. In addition, it can
provide a portion of explanation alongside with the anomaly detection output since the rea-
son of each output in now known, due to the speci�c aspect of each of the modules(Figure 4).

Given a multidimensional data model (DM) with a set of features (F), and a set of domain
knowledge categories for the available features (FC) where, |FC | ≤ |F |. By de�ning a func-
tion (∆), which maps each feature of F to a speci�c category of FC, one gets a new set of
modules (M), where each element of M is also a subset of F, and all the elements of F are
preserved.

∆(F ) → {M |
⋃
m∈M

m = F }

When remodelling DM according to M, one gets (DM ′) and if an anomaly detection function
(Λ) is applied to each module of DM ′, a set of explanations (E) can be provided alongside the
set of anomaly detection output (A).

Λ(DM ′) → {A,E}

�is method makes it possible to let an opaque system be modi�ed to develop some degree of
both interpretability as well as comprehensibility with the help of the new categorical feature
mapping.

Figure 4: By applying categorical domain knowledge of the features to the original model, it
can be decomposed into smaller modules, each module responsible for one speci�c
aspect of domain. All modules provide their respective output and by knowing the
output for each module, explainability is entailed due to the known aspect of each
module.

5.6 Anomaly Detection Coverage

Figure 5 visualizes the anomaly detection results in terms of anomaly detection coverage,
from the two di�erent model approaches. �e modi�ed model’s results are presented to the
le� and unmodi�ed to the right. �e result is presented from the perspective of the modi�ed
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model’s Results Module, where black instances are classi�ed as normal and red anomalies.
�e results from the other modules’ perspectives are available in Appendix B (Figure 6 - 9).
However all perspectives points on a similar pa�ern.

Figure 5: Anomaly detection results for both models. Le� is the modi�ed model, right is the
original model. Black is normal and red is anomalous data instance. �e result is
presented from the aspect of the Results Module: number of course results, number
of unique course results, and course results ratio.

In all �gures, with regards to each aspect, the modi�ed model paints a more representative
picture based on the de�nition of point anomalies. A larger proportion of the point anomalies
are captured in the modi�ed model. However, to be noted is that a consequence of the model
decomposition method, the modi�ed model runs the detection algorithm �ve times, one for
each module - compared to one time for the unmodi�ed model. �is means that the modi�ed
model potentially can detect �ve times the number of anomalies since the algorithm runs with
a static threshold. In this case, the number of anomalies was 268 respectively 705 where 225
of those were intersected (Table 12).

Table 12 Result in number of anomalies by the two models.
Type Of Anomalies Number Of Anomalies
Unmodi�ed model 268
Modi�ed model 705
Intersected anomalies 225

6 Discussion

Given the problem of recognizing normal and anomalous user behaviour pa�erns (Section
1.1), models have been developed based on domain knowledge and the statistics of the given
data. With the statistics as base of normality, anomalies can successfully be detected - ac-
cording to Chandola et al’s. [8] de�nition of point anomalies. However, to detect more �ne
grained de�ned anomalies, a portion of explicit expert domain knowledge would be neces-
sary - for example known anomalies or explicit de�nition of normality from a certain aspect.
With regards to false positives, an entailed conclusion is that it may be impossible to deal
with such, if anomalies cannot be de�ned in more detail. �ereby, this study underlines the
importance of solid domain knowledge and shows that such knowledge in a certain portion
might not only be a necessity - as Landauer et al.[14] states. It might even be a minimum
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requirement in order to be able to deal with the problem of false positives.

�is study also emphasises the process how one may approach given data to analyse and
work with it to conform a data model. As the results of the analysis show (Section 5.1), the
understanding of the data is important. It is essential to know what the features represents
and how well representative each of them are - to be able to model the data in a relevant and
speci�c way.

By running the KNN algorithm as anomaly classi�er on a multidimensional data model, the
output is neither easy to interpret, nor comprehend, the reasoning behind a certain output is
very hard to intuitively understand (Section 5.3). However, as Landauer et al.[14] and Laptev
et al.[15] in their methods, divides the large problem into smaller, more speci�c ones - with
sub clusters, respectively multiple prede�ned models - are this study presenting a method in
the same spirit. By decomposing a large model into multiple smaller modules with respect
to some domain knowledge, each module gets more distinct in purpose. �is study shows
and proposes that such a method entails the possibility to extract a portion of explainability
when applying anomaly detection a�er model decomposition (Section 5.5). Hence, by apply-
ing model decomposition, an opaque system can be expanded to develop both interpretability
and comprehensibility according to Doran et al’s [8] notion of explainable AI (mentioned in
Section 3.4). �e modi�ed model has higher interpretability as each module is limited to a
certain set of features that may a�ect the output, and it is comprehensable since it also pro-
vide an symbolic explanation alongside with the output anomaly score. However, this method
comes with some cost. �e algorithm has to run x number of times instead of one, where x is
the number of modules. �is entails a possibility that the model will treat x times more data
instances as anomalies, due to the static threshold se�ing of the algorithm. As the results
show with �ve modules (Table 12), the number of anomalies from the modi�ed model is sig-
ni�cantly higher than the unmodi�ed model. �e number of intersected anomalies is almost
equal to the total number of anomalies from the unmodi�ed model. �is indicates that the
unmodi�ed model might perform rather similar - in terms of which anomalies to be detected
- to the modi�ed, but simply treats less instances as anomalies, once again, due to the static
threshold. However, as the �gures show (Figure 6-9) the detection coverage of point anoma-
lies in each of the aspects presented, is more extensive in the modi�ed model’s performance.
�is di�erence might eventually diminish to some extent if the unmodi�ed model would be
run with another threshold.

6.1 Limitations

Even if the results shows that the models successfully can detect point anomalies in the
data, the results might be treated as vulnerable and volatile. As this study founds the de�nition
of anomalies entirely on the statistics of the data, what would happen if the data changes?
If normal behaviours are changed, or even malicious data injected, it would mean that the
data cannot be relied on blindly, and consequently, neither the models. �e current state of
the models can only reliably classify outliers based on the assumption that the data is cor-
rectly representative. �at normal data is in majority and the anomalies are just a few. If
that is not the case, the results should be treated with caution. However, by increasing the
knowledge base by adding some domain speci�c information, such as contexts, the models
may be expanded and robustness improved to be able to detect other types of anomalies with
support of additional factors instead of only statistics of the data. For instance, as Vallis et
al [19] detects underlying trends and seasonal pa�erns to increase robustness. With similar
extensional knowledge, change point detection could be implemented to improve the relia-
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bilty of the results in the models. However, as Chandola et al [8] stated, - that most methods
and models today are speci�cally modelled for certain types of data and use cases - it �ts the
outcome of this study too. Already as the current state of the models, they are very speci�c
to the data and use case, and further domain speci�c extensions would make them even less
general and further decrease scalability. Nevertheless, the model decomposition method is
generic to a certain degree, and it might be possible to apply to a di�erent case of study.

6.2 Ethical Aspects

When working with data produced by real users, the results should be carefully considered
before utilized in practical scenarios. Firstly, are the users aware of the purposes their data
is used in? In this case, one may at least inform the users that their data is used to identify
behavioural pa�erns. Furthermore, are the results valid and reliable? As discussed earlier,
the current state of the models results are sensitive and heavily data dependent. �ereby,
interpretations of the results must be treated as guidelines rather than de�nitive decisions. If
incorrect interpretations are handled without care, wrong measures might be assumed which
eventually can come to harm for the users. On the other hand, if the guidelines are followed
cautiously, they might come to great support in assisting the developers and operators to
improve the system application.

6.3 Future Work

As discussed above, there are many interesting aspects still to discover and others to im-
prove. �is study runs with the KNN algorithm , statically tuned to emphasize the modelling’s
impact on anomaly detection. Nonetheless, simply explore the e�ect of varying the tuning
of the KNN algorithm, would be interesting to analyse. Furthermore, it would also be excit-
ing to utilize another detection algorithm to discover the impact di�erences of the classi�er
itself. For instance, using PCA [18] as classi�er. How would the PCA’s nature of data dimen-
sional reduction a�ect performance and explainability? Another interesting approach would
be to use multiple detection algorithms. Di�erent classi�ers could be used depending on the
characteristics of the features of each module. �is might eventually produce an even more
customised and nuanced result. Atrey et al.[5] describes in their survey, various approaches
to multimodal fusion methods, which is a very interesting pathway for further development
of this study. For instance, by adding another hierarchical layer in the detection model, one
could in the �rst layer, classify the courses from each school separately and then chain the
di�erent layers together by using the output from the �rst layer as input data to the second.
In the second layer one could thereby use the output data to conform a new model and run
another classi�er to be able to extract even more nuanced results. Furthermore, the anomaly
threshold, which in this study was static, could be altered for the unmodi�ed model to com-
pare if the point anomaly coverage would increase and the di�erences (discussed above) to
the modi�ed model would diminish. �e threshold could also in contrast as Ahmad et al [3]
proposed, be modi�ed to a dynamic implementation for improved robustness. Nonetheless,
instead of Amhad et al’s approach to base the dynamic threshold on previous classi�cation
results, base the threshold on explicit contexts with the help of further domain knowledge.

6.4 Conclusion

In this study, log data from an educational application was given and used to construct
anomaly detection models with purpose to distinguish normal course sections from anoma-
lous. �e models are utilizing unsupervised KNN algorithm as classi�er which was statically
tuned to emphasize the impact of the data modelling. A�er analysing the data a �rst anomaly
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detection model could be conformed. �e results showed that the model successfully could
detect anomalies according to Chandola et al’s [8] de�nition of point anomalies. However, the
output was hard to interpret, due to lack of explainability. A new model was developed using
the proposed method (Section 5.5), to decompose the original model into smaller modules,
each representing a more speci�c aspect of a course section. �is method showed to provide
an explainabilty mapping alongside the detection output without compromising the informa-
tion contained in the original model. However, the anomaly detection results in this study
are restricted to single point anomalies, entirely based on the statistics of the data. �e results
should therefore be treated with caution, but may very well be utilized as useful information
for practical use to improve the application. Nevertheless, this study shows how important
the data modelling and understanding of the data are as well as the essence of a robust domain
knowledge base. �e machine learning algorithms are powerful tools, but without a thorough
data analysis and modelling, the tools does not really ma�er. Finally, this study is le� opened
for many further works and improvements.
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A Extensional Data Format And Details

Here, more details of the clear text �elds of Table 1 and Table 2 (Section 4.1) are presented.
�e course types are labelled as individual or not as well as research related or not (Table
13). �ere are however one type called Information converting which are events regarding
information conversion through system integration. User type provides information whether
the user which published an event was a student or not (Table 14) and the verb �eld may
contain optional information (Table 15).

Table 13 �e potential values of the Course Type �eld.
Course Type Description
Course Section Normal education course
Course Section, Research Level
Course Section, 1993 format
Course Section, Basic Level
Course Section, Research education
Individual Commitment, Research Level
Individual Course Section
Individual Course Section, Research Level
Research project
Information converting Events from system integration

Table 14 �e potential values of the User Type �eld.
User Type Description
STUDENT If student published event
USER If any other user published event
NULL Some events have value missing

Table 15 �e potential values of the Verb �eld.
Verb Description
Any string Some events contains optional information

B Additional Anomaly Detection Results

In this section the remaining Figures of the anomaly detection coverage (Section 5.6) are pre-
sented. In each �gure, the results are presented from the perspective of the modi�ed modules
perspective and the modi�ed model are presented to the le� and the unmodi�ed to the right.
Anomalous instances are red and normal black. In all Figures, with regards to each aspect, the
modi�ed model paints a more representative picture based on the de�nition of point anoma-
lies. A larger proportion of the point anomalies are captured in the modi�ed model.
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Figure 6: Anomaly detection results for both models. Le� is the modi�ed model, right is the
original model. Black is normal and red is anomalous data instance. �e result is
presented from the aspect of: course length, number of students and number of
teachers.

Figure 7: Anomaly detection results for both models. Le� is the modi�ed model, right is the
original model. Black is normal and red is anomalous data instance. �e result is
presented from the aspect of: number of updated course results, updated course
results ratio, and course result ratio.
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Figure 8: Anomaly detection results for both models. Le� is the modi�ed model, right is the
original model. Black is normal and red is anomalous data instance. �e result is
presented from the aspect of: number of early course results, early course results
ratio, and �rst course result.

Figure 9: Anomaly detection results for both models. Le� is the modi�ed model, right is the
original model. Black is normal and red is anomalous data instance. �e result is
presented from the aspect of: number of late course results, late course results ratio,
and last course result.
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